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Alpina is proud to announce the new DSS Rental 

Boot. Though compatible with any rental binding, 

this color-coded boot has been designed to be 

color and length compatible with the existing Elan 

system bindings. Alpina has designed this boot from 

scratch to advance the speed of setup without 

sacrificing fit, comfort and performance.
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The DSS boot sole lengths are easily 
identifiable using a color coding 
system on all sides of the boot 
including the bottom: Orange, Purple, 
Blue, and Green. 

LARGE, Corresponding colors are 
highlighted on the adjustable Elan/
Tyrolia rental binding.

Easy On Easy Off

Extra wide opening, goes on fast and is easy to 
close. Extra long, 140 mm ratchet buckles on the 
cuff comfortably accommodate legs of all sizes 
and shapes.

Alpina’s Comfort Liners 

The best fit and warmest Liners for rental 
featuring fast drying materials and anti-
bacterial SANITIZED® lining treatment. The liner 
is designed to keep its shape and not compress 
into boot when entering, and has specialty 
deigned foot beds the are delamination proof 
and will keep their shape.

1. EAN code pocket 
for easy system 
referencing

2. Pre-curved ratchet 
buckle for fast and 
simple buckling

3. Durable PU material for 
shell and cuff

4. Tyrolia color-coding for 
easy match with skis 
and bindings

5. Durable heel and toe 
plates for reliable long-
term wear

6. Durable and anatomic 
foot bed for more 
comfort and longer 
wear

7. Spring-loaded buckle 
for easy handling

8. Stronger, reinforced 
aluminum-alloy buckles

FEATURES

DSS 
RENTAL 

BOOT

 Sanitized liner protects from 
bacterial growth and odors

ALPINA 
MONDO 
SIZE RUN 

TYROLIA 
BINDING 
POSITION 

Easy Handling, Easy to 
understand .

High Volume Cuff with 
extra-long ratchet 
buckles. fits all size 
leg calfs easily & 
comfortably.

100% Polyurethane 
- Durable & Scratch 
resistant.

Replaceable toe and 
heel sole with inset 
screws.

Only four sole sizes.

The Discovery DSS boot is available in 
12 different full sizes and 24 half sizes, 
but, uses only four bootsole lengths 
for the entire Adult series. Fewer boot 
sole lengths mean faster adjustments 

and fewer mistakes.
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DSS SYSTEM  RENTAL MODELS and sizing
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